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An introduction:

Since the beginning of the school year to the end of December
2016 school Erasmus + group has performed various tasks
thematically connected with The Mass Media. Their
implementation is for our students a real challenge, but also
the
unforgettable fun. In the project “Communication and Culture”
students made a series of presentations: Music programs in
Poland, Polish press devoted to music, Typical food products in
my country, Principles of creating a television advertisement,
How radio waves work? Why our country can receive TV from
all over the world? Students contributed pantomime in masks,
which aim was to present the hardship of everyday life “Guess
what I feel?” There were many emotions during the hearing of
musical talents in our school “The voice of Erasmus +”. Students
sang songs in our national language. All project partners
worked on television advertisement about their domestic
products. From the last week of November we can admire the
best advertising products from each school. Everyone can
watch our ads on the accounts of local FB. The period of “The
Mass Media” is an excellent opportunity to conduct the school
survey on “My point of view on the media XXI century”, as well
as recording a radio program “Impact of Mass Media on our
lives”. Implementation of tasks is for us a great and
unforgettable
adventure.

THEMATIC
PRESENTATIONS
Our students have
done a lot of
presentations
related to a period
“The mass Media”
TV COMMERCIALS
We were making TV, radio and
press advertisements. We got to
know some new things about ads
and we had a lot of fun.

The film "Day in the life of
townsman”
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MOBILITY IN POŻEGA, CROATIA
During the last days of October took place the
mobility to Pożega in Croatia. It was a trip related
with the fourth period of our Project: workshops
about making, TV commercials, business letters,
words in the Glagolitic, interviews in radio Valis
Aurea, Soundset and television.

GUESS WHAT I FEEL
Students learn to recognize their
feelings. They prepared a short of
theatrical performances in masks.

http://www.gim164.edu.pl/

VIDEOCONFERENCES ABOUT
OUR CHRISTMAS
At the beginning of
December took place
videoconferences between
partner countries of our
project.

HISTORICAL
EVENTS
Students in
history classes
through the
mass media
showed us the
life in old times.
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At 8:00 a.m we went to conomic school in Pożega to
see a presentation about Croatia and places we should
visit. Few students showed us a traditional dance and
few students played the traditional Croatian music. At
11:00 a.m we went sightseeing. We went to the
At 11:00 a.m we flew to Zagreb. When we arrived, we decided to go to a

restaurant and there we ate lunch. We came back to

café at the airport. There we waited for the Spanish and Finnish team.

school and the teacher showed us their school. After

When they came to Croatia, all of us went to the coach and we came to

that we went back to our host families to spend time

the center of Zagreb for sightseeing. Later we went to buy some

with them.

souvenirs. We ate lunch, and about 8:00 p.m we went to the airport to
welcome the Italian team. At 11:20 p.m we arrived to Pożega and we
met our hosts and their families for the first time.
At 9:00 a.m we went to school and we had business workshops. We wrote an
inquiry email and a response to different students from Erasmus+. Suddenly,
On Thursday we went to the Vucedol museum in

Croatian TV came to make an interview. After that, we had lessons in

Vukovar. The guide showed us how people lived

Croatian classes. Then Croatian students made for us lunch which consisted

5000 years ago. Then we saw the famous water

of tasty cakes, cupcakes and Croatian bread. Next we went to the Chocolate

tower. After that we walked to the park near the

Factory Zvecevo. We tried their products and got different tastes of chocolate

river on the border of Croatia and Serbia. Then we

as a present. In the afternoon we visited radio stations. Everyone had an

had lunch in McDonald. Later we walked on the

interview in which they answered 5 or 6 questions. After that we went back

promenade of Osijek and we saw the Cathedral.

home to the host families.

Then we went to Portanova mall and after that we
came back home to Pozega.

On Friday we had a commercial workshop

Scanning this code you can see
our movie about mobility in
Pożega

in the library in Pozega. We tried ''Mikado''
chocolate and said in our language if we
liked it or not. After that we had lunch in
Stari Fenjeri which is located in a forest. In
Stari Fenjeri we got Certifcates for
participating in Erasmus+ mobility. Then
we drove back to Pozega.

At 8.00 a.m we went to the national park in mountains by bus. We went
hiking in the mountains. The guide told us a story about the first people
that lived on Jankovac. We also saw a dark scary cave and a beautiful
waterfall. Surprisingly we came back to the same place we started the hike
and then we ate lunch in a restaurant on Jankovac. Then we had

On Saturday we had to say goodbye to our hosts

workshops about Cyrilic and Glagolitic writing. We wrote our names in clay

and teachers. We drove back to Zagreb, waited

in Glagolitic letters. After that we came back and went to our host families.

for the plane and came back to Poland.
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Polish cuisine is one of the most well-fed in the world . It
accompanies us every day, even on holidays where we give
things like dumplings with cabbage and mushrooms, beetroot
soup with dumplings, stew and dumplings with poppy seeds.

WHY can we get tv programmes from foregin countries in Poland?
Astra1 is the most popular European satellite operator. In Poland we use Hot

Makowiec

Pierogi

Bird 13E. We can have programmes for children, information programmes,
sports programmes and more. If we want to have foreign TV programmes we
should buy television, decoder and satellite dish. Programmes digital satellite
broadcasts through many different satellites whose signal covers an area of
entire continents. Thanks to the enormous reach of the satellite signal for
receiving terrestrial channels are not available. Living in Poland can be without
problems with channels from Germany, France, Italy and the UK and many

Bigos

other parts of Europe and the world. All you need is a satellite dish
and set-top box.

Pączki

Placki ziemniaczane
Chleb ze smalcem i ogórkami

Radio waves are a type of
electromagnetic radiation with
wavelengths in the electromagnetic
spectrum longer than infrared light. Radio

Students in history classes got task to
prepare drama about life in Middle Ages.
Through the mass media group presented
the life in old times in the present. In the
film we can see behavior and habits of
knights, monks, towns people, peasants
and royal court in funny and historical way.

waves have frequencies as high as 300
GHz to as low as 3 kHz, though some
definitions describe waves above 1 or 3
GHz as microwaves, or include waves of
any lower frequency. At 300 GHz, the
corresponding wavelength is 1 mm
(0.039 in), and at 3 kHz is 100 km (62
mi). Like all other electromagnetic waves,
they travel at the speed of light. Naturally
occurring radio waves are generated by
lightning, or by astronomical objects. We

In Poland there are a lot of music programs. In this articule we want to show you a few examples:
The Voice of Poland is a Polish reality talent show that premiered on September 3, 2011 on the TVP
2 television network. Bitwa na głosy (English: Clash of the Choirs) is a Polish light entertainment
reality television series broadcast by TVP 2. Szansa na sukces - in the program amateur singers
sing songs of Polish bands which are invited to the show (one band each show). Śpiewające
fortepiany (Singing Pianos) , Twoja twarz brzmi znajomo, What's the melody? - Polish quiz show
about music broadcast, Must Be the Music. Tylko Muzyka, Dancing with the stars.

use them in wifi, hospital equipment,
mobile phone communication. Universal
remote controls ( RC cars), television and
many more.
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Our TV Comercials:
The game “The Witcher 3: Wild
Hunt”
Polish „Oscypek”
The Dumblings
Wedel’s chocolate
Polish apple

Emotion – as a significant movement of the mind.
Emotions are divided into long-term, short-term,
weak, strong. Long-term last long, short-term short,
weak almost do not feel, strong we feel as if
mastered all of our body and mind. Types of
empotions:
- happiness - anger - repulsion - sadness - fear

Anger - emotional reaction caused by fear. It
happens when the person feels loss of control.
Fear – one of primary primal qualities of a
human. It is a strong emotional tension state,
appearing in real danger situations. It is caused
by pairing similar situations (similar action in
past had a dangerous consequence). Happiness –
emotional state which expresses feeling of complete
fulfillment. It is a synonim of satisfaction or gladness.
It accompanies with physical work, mental work or
recreational solving exercises with moderated level.
Sadness – negative emotional state, characterised by
feeling of being hurt and suffering. It reveals with loss
of Energy. Sadness is identified with melancholy and
depression. Also sad people after long time become
introvertical and cry. It disrupts normal functioning in
life.
Repulsion – it’s a strong emotion expressing disgust
of someone, something. Factor causing repulsion
may have material character (rat, sewer) or abstract
(I don’t like robbing).

In the period “The Mass Media”
we were making TV, radio and
press commercials. We got to
know some new things about ads.
We had a lot of fun.

Polish chocolate waffle sold in the Czech Republic,
Slovakia, Hungary, Lithuania, Latvia and Ukraine.
Prince Polo was introduced in 1955. By Olza SA in
Cieszyn. It is a chocolate-covered wafer, consisting
of four layers of the wafer linked chocolate filling.

Did you imagine to fight with monsters and explore a huge world ?
The Witcher 3 Wild Hunt is a game just for you. In this game you play
as Witcher Geralt of Rivia. This game was made by Polish Game
Developers: CD Projekt RED. Main story is about finding Ciri,

Witcher's stepdaughter and student. Combat is very advanced.
You have 2 swords, first is against people and animals, second
for monsters. You can use simple signs to protect yourself from
damage, burn enemies, mind-trick enemies etc.

Apples- the most delicious polish fruit. They are very
popular because of their taste and nutritional valuethey are full of vitamins and they are low in calories.
Try them and you will never forget their taste!!

Since 1851 people can eat our chocolate.
Karol Wedel opened his first bakery with small chocolate factory on
Miodowa street in Warsaw. This dainty is accessible to everyone to
this day.
Wedel all the time dynamically develops its activity in Poland and
abroad. In addition to the well-known deals produces more and

Oscypek is hard smoked cheese prepared with
sheep's milk typical for polish moutains, especially,
for Podhale. It tastes well with cranberry.
It isn't expensive, and it is delicious. We want to
share with you this taste of oscypek.

Dumplings are traditional polish food.
This is paste with filling.
The dumplings can be with meat,
mushrooms, white cheese, fruits, or
with potatoes.
Polish people always eat them on
Christmas.

